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Executive 
Summary

The OutseerTM Fraud & Payments Report 
presents an analysis of fraud attack and 
consumer fraud data collected by the Outseer
team in the course of work identifying threats 
for Outseer customers. As such, it provides a 
glimpse into the cyber fraud landscape for 
consumer-facing organizations of all sizes.
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Outseer™ Fraud & Payments Report –
Trends and Insights

Total 3-D Secure transactions have grown almost 50% in 2021
3-D Secure transactions have continued to show strong growth in 2021. In 
the first three quarters of 2021, Outseer observed total volume of 3-D 
Secure transactions grew almost 50% compared to the same period in 
2020, with strong momentum to move to EMV® 3-D Secure (3DS2) across 
all regions.

68% of digital banking fraudulent transactions originate on mobile 
The mobile channel continues to make up the majority of digital banking 
fraud activities, with 59%  of fraudulent activities originating from mobile 
applications and another 9% from the mobile browser.

Over 56,000 attacks detected by Outseer FraudAction™ in Q3 2021
Outseer identified over 56 thousand attacks worldwide in Q3 2021, a 14% 
increase from the prior quarter, and a 29% increase from Q3 2020.

Brand abuse attacks have continued to dominate in 2021 
The brand abuse attack vector has continued to dominate fraudster 
strategies throughout 2021. Brand abuse grew 274% in Q3 2021 
compared to the same quarter last year. Organizations are advised to 
employ brand abuse monitoring services that rapidly detect and shut down 
brand abuse attacks, to protect their customers and their brand.

Presence of Rogue Mobile apps up almost 50% in Q3 2021
Rogue Mobile Apps are up 49% from last quarter. Fraudsters are focusing 
their efforts on social engineering, fake social media profiles and fake 
mobile applications as these tools are effective for quick cash out while at 
the same time fraudsters invest less in trojans that takes more resources 
to operate and monetize.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
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Of digital banking fraud originated from mobile 
channels (app + browser)

Attacks detected by Outseer 
FraudAction in Q3 2021

56,000+
Increase in Brand 
Abuse attacks274%

Increase in Rogue Mobile apps 

49%

68%

Increase in 3-D Secure transactions 

~50%



Fraud Attack 
Trends
Phishing attacks not only enable online financial 
fraud, but these sneaky threats also chip away at our 
sense of security as they get better at impersonating 
legitimate links, messages, accounts, individuals and 
websites. Similarly, Brand Abuse attacks and rogue 
mobile apps are designed to deceive by mimicking 
legitimate branded websites and apps. Automated 
fraud comes in the form of the various active banking 
Trojan horse malware families in the wild today. 
These malicious programs often go undetected until 
it is too late.

By tracking and reporting the volume and regional 
distribution of these fraud threats, Outseer strives to 
make consumers and organizations more aware of 
the current state of cybercrime and contribute to the 
conversation about combating it more effectively.

PART 1
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Outseer identified over 56 thousand attacks worldwide in Q3 2021, a 
14% increase from the prior quarter and 29% increase from Q3 2020.

The Brand Abuse attack vector grew 274% in Q3 2021 compared to 
the same quarter in 2020. Brand Abuse attacks are currently the most 
dominant attack vector seen by Outseer, representing 45% of all 
attacks detected by the Outseer FraudAction™ team in Q3 2021. 

Rogue mobile app attacks also continued to grow in Q3, representing 
39% of all attacks in Q3 2021; this attack vector has grown 49% from 
Q2 this year.

Organizations must protect themselves and their customers against 
these fake social media scams by leveraging a service that monitors 
all the app stores and social media sites to rapidly detect and 
shutdown brand abuse attacks & Rogue mobile apps.

“Traditional” phishing is accountable for 14% of overall attacks 
detected in Q3 2021 and at 2%, Trojan attacks continues to drop 
quarter over quarter.

Fraudsters are focusing their efforts on social engineering, fake social 
media profiles and fake mobile applications as these tools are 
effective for quick cash out- compared to trojans which are being 
utilized less as they require more resources to operate and monetize.

Fraud Attack Type Distribution
FRAUD ATTACK TRENDS: OVERVIEW 

Fraud Attack Glossary

Brand Abuse
Online content designed to impersonate trusted brands with the 
purpose of misleading users in digital channels such as social media.

Phishing
Cyberattacks used to steal personal information from unwitting end-
users under false pretenses, either by email, phone call (vishing) or 
SMS text (smishing).

Rogue Mobile Apps
Malicious mobile applications that exploit an organization’s brand to 
defraud users.

Trojan Horse
Stealthy malware installed under false pretenses in order to steal 
personal user information.

Source: Outseer Research, July- September 2021

Trojans
2%

Phishing
14%

Rogue Mobile 
apps

39%

Brand Abuse
45%

Attacks detected 
in the first three quarters of 2021

156,000+ 
Source: Outseer FraudAction Research

Fraud Attacks Worldwide
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Top Phishing Target Countries
FRAUD ATTACK TRENDS

UNITED
STATES

21%

CANADA

6%

SOUTH AFRICA

12%
ALL OTHERS*

15%

PHILIPPINES

9%
INDIA

3%

SPAIN

14%

NETHERLANDS

6%

CHINA

4%

JAPAN

3%

*All Others - all other countries represented 
<3% of total Phishing targets, respectively

Phishing Targets

The United States (US), Spain and South 
Africa represented almost half the phishing 
targets worldwide. In Q3 2021, there was a 
43% increase in phishing attacks targeting 
the United States (from Q2 2021) which 
continues to be the highest for any country.

South Africa dropped from first to third place 
of the top-10 list of targeted countries in Q3 
2021, while Spain remained in second place.

The Philippines remained in fourth place 
although the number of attacks targeting the 
Philippines decreased 31% from Q2 2021.

Peru came in ninth place in the top phishing 
target countries list for Q2, but fell out of the 
top-10 in Q3. Greece entered the top 
phishing target countries list in Q3 with 7% 
of phishing attacks worldwide.

7

GREECE

7%
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Q3 2021 Top Phishing Hosting Countries
FRAUD ATTACK TRENDS

Phishing Hosts

The United States has remained the top 
hosting country for phishing attacks, 
accounting for 73% of ISPs hosting 
these types of attacks in Q3 2021. 

This is largely attributable to a handful of 
large-scale hosting authorities, whose 
sheer scale can make it easier for 
fraudulent activity to go undetected. 

India remains in second place 
responsible for 6% of these attacks.

In Q3 2021, we observed a 42% 
increase (versus Q2) in phishing attacks 
hosted in Russia. The Netherlands 
joined the top phishing hosting countries 
in Q3.

For most of the other countries in the top 
ten, the percentage of hosting phishing 
attacks is in the low single digits.

1 United States

2 India

3 Russia

4 Germany

5 Hong Kong

6 France

7 Netherlands

8 Brazil

9 United Kingdom

10 Canada
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During the third quarter of 2021, Outseer recovered over 2.8 million 
unique compromised cards and card previews from online card stores 
and fraud communication channels. The Outseer FraudAction™ service 
discovers CVV2-related data, which is card data compromised through 
cyberattacks targeting online transactions or e-commerce. This type of 
data can be exploited in a variety of fraudulent activities, including 
“carding,” which refers to using compromised cards to buy goods both in 
physical stores and on e-commerce websites.

In the first three quarters of 2021 alone, Outseer recovered over 12.9 
million cards; on average, more than 48 thousand cards have been 
recovered daily in 2021. 

Compromised Cards 
Discovered/Recovered by Outseer

FRAUD ATTACK TRENDS

12.9 Million
Source: Outseer FraudAction Research, Jan – Sept 2021

Compromised cards & card previews 
recovered in the first three quarters of 2021
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Digital Banking Trends 

Outseer researchers analyze digital banking fraud trends to 
inform security and risk management decisions at major 
organizations while serving the public interest by identifying, 
preventing, or reducing financial cyber fraud attacks targeting 
consumers. Observing these trends over time can help decision-
makers determine how best to build or refine their digital risk 
management strategy across customer-facing digital channels.

These data points are intended to clearly frame the current 
consumer fraud environment and identify relevant trends by 
tracking broad indicators of online fraud. 

Continuously authenticating the digital activities across the entire 
consumer digital journey from enrollment, to login and 
transactions is crucial to protect against fraud while providing a 
seamless customer experience.

PART 2
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Mobile banking (either mobile browsers or 
mobile apps) continues to be the dominant 
channel for digital banking with 78% of digital 
transactions in Q3 originating in the mobile 
channel. Transactions originating from mobile 
apps continue to grow quarter over quarter 
while transactions originating from the web or 
mobile browsers are decreasing.

Average online banking transaction values in 
Q3 2021 were $559 for transactions 
originating from the mobile channel and 
$5,827 for transactions originating from the 
web channel. This indicates that high value 
transactions are still performed from a 
desktop / laptop.

Digital Banking 
Transactions 
Distribution by Channel

DIGITAL BANKING TRENDS

24% 23% 23% 22%

8% 7% 3% 3%

68% 70% 74% 75%

Q4 2020 Q1 2021 Q2 2021 Q3 2021

Web Mobile Browsing Mobile App

Source: Outseer Research, Q4 2020 –Q3 2021

Transaction Distribution by Digital Channel
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Average fraudulent online banking transaction 
values (such as: money transfer, ACH, P2P, Wire) 
in Q3 2021 were $2,089 for transactions 
originating from the mobile channel and $9,898 for 
transactions originating from the web channel.

The significant difference between the fraudulent 
transactions originating from the web channel and 
the mobile channel could be explained by the 
different transaction value limits (individual or daily 
limits) that most financial institutions employ for 
mobile- versus online banking. It is also likely a 
result of the fact that most of the transactions from 
business accounts (payroll payments, business 
banking) are higher amounts and performed from 
the web channel. 

Digital Banking 
Fraudulent Transaction 
Distribution by Channel

DIGITAL BANKING TRENDS

Source: Outseer Research 2020 - 2021

of fraudulent digital banking 
transactions originated within the 

mobile application

59%

43%
37%

30% 32%

13%
16%

15% 9%

44% 47%
55% 59%

Q4 2020 Q1 2021 Q2 2021 Q3 2021

Web Mobile Browsing Mobile App

Fraud Transaction Distribution by Channel
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Device Age vs. Account Age
DIGITAL BANKING TRENDS

Digital Banking: Login 
The share of fraud value coming from trusted accounts using new 
devices for digital banking “login” grew from 57.5% in Q2 to 76.5% 
in Q3 2021. This is indicative of growing fraud losses resulting from 
account takeover attacks.

In comparison, the share of fraud value coming from trusted 
accounts using trusted devices remained basically unchanged in 
Q3 versus Q2  (5.8%). The volume of transactions in this category 
grew significantly from 50.5% in Q2 to 63.8% in Q3 2021.

Digital Banking: Payment 
Looking at payments made within the digital banking channel, 
Outseer observed that the percentage of payment transaction 
volumes coming from trusted accounts using new devices 
decreased from 15.1% in Q2 to 13.9% in Q3  2021. Fraud in this 
category decreased from 30.9% in Q2 to 23.9% in Q3 2021. For 
new accounts using new devices, no material changes in fraud 
value and transaction volumes were observed in Q3 versus Q2. 
The transaction volumes from trusted accounts on trusted devices 
grew from 52.9% in Q2 to 63.3% in Q3 2021 which reflects the 
growth in digital payments volumes.

Analysis: “Device Age” refers to how long the Outseer Platform has “known” or “trusted” a given device (laptop, smartphone, etc.). “Account Age” refers to 
how long the Outseer platform has “known” or “trusted” a given account (login, etc.). This data demonstrates the importance of accurate device 
identification to minimize false positives and customer friction during a login or transaction event.

0.2%

63.8%

9.6%
1.7%

5.8%

76.5%

New Account/New Device Trusted Account/Trusted Device Trusted Account/New Device

0.1%

63.3%

13.9%

0.7%

46.5%

23.9%

New Account/New Device Trusted Account/Trusted Device Trusted Account/New Device

Source: Outseer Research July – September  2021

“NEW ACCOUNT”:  ACCOUNT AGE < 1D “TRUSTED ACCOUNT”:  ACCOUNT AGE >= 90D  “NEW DEVICE”:  ACCOUNT-DEVICE AGE < 1D  “TRUSTED DEVICE”:  ACCOUNT-DEVICE AGE >= 30D

% of transaction volume % of fraud value
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CNP & Digital 
Payments Trends 
The acceleration of digital transformation as a 
result of the global pandemic has led to a surge 
in online transactions and digital payments. It has 
also brought fraud risks that must be managed 
and mitigated to allow a secure and frictionless 
cardholder experience. This section discusses 
trends in 3-D Secure Card Not Present (CNP) 
transactions as observed by the Outseer team.

PART 3
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3-D Secure transactions have continued to show strong 
growth throughout 2021. In the first three quarters of 
2021, Outseer observed total volume of 3-D Secure 
transactions grew almost 50% compared to the same 
period in 2020. 

This growth in 3-D Secure transactions is a result of 
additional unique merchants employing 3-D Secure and 
and leveraging the ecosystem to provide their consumers 
with secure and frictionless shopping experiences. 

As indicated in a recent study by Aite-Novarica Group1

surveying 756 merchants globally, 69% said they are 
currently using 3-D Secure, with the majority stating “very 
important’ reasons to use 3-D Secure was “to lower fraud 
losses” and “increase authorization approval rates.” 

In fact, the study goes on to report that in every region, 
significantly more merchants said they achieve “85% or 
higher Authorization Rates” when transactions go through 
3-D Secure. This was a key finding from the study and 
demonstrates the importance of collaboration across the 
ecosystem. It also highlights the benefits that can be 
achieved when there is broad participation and usage of 
3-D Secure across the full spectrum of transactions.

3-D Secure transactions trends
CNP & DIGITAL PAYMENTS TRENDS

Source: Outseer Research Q1 2020 – Q3 2021

Outseer 3-D SecureTM Global Transactions 

50% growth 
in the first three 
quarters of 2021 
compared to same 
period in 2020

15

Q1 2020 Q2 2020 Q3 2020 Q4 2020 Q1 2021 Q2 2021 Q3 2021
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Looking at regional e-commerce performance, credit card transactions in 
the Americas showed the highest average transaction values (average 
tickets) at $173 per transaction. Credit card usage in other regions showed 
slightly lower average e-commerce tickets ranging from $150 - $162. 

In comparison, when analyzing e-commerce credit card transactions that 
have been confirmed to be fraudulent, the Outseer Research team found 
that the average tickets in the Americas were significantly higher than the 
overall average-commerce transactions and statistically higher than 
fraudulent transaction ticket averages in all other regions.

These differences are likely due to the fact that in geographies such as the 
Americas, where merchants use 3DS more selectively and tend to send 
more higher value / higher risk transactions through 3DS, they see higher 
fraud rates. In contrast, in geographies such as Europe (EU), the United 
Kingdom (UK) and parts of Asia Pacific (ANZ) where merchants use 3-D 
Secure for the majority of their CNP transactions, overall net fraud is lower.

Credit Cards & Digital Payments: 
Average Transaction and Fraud 
Transaction Values

CNP & DIGITAL PAYMENTS TRENDS

Source: Outseer Research July – September 2021

Average Credit Card Transaction Values

$173 
$150 $162 

$151 

$335 

$148 

$213 

$129 

Americas EU UK ANZ

Average Transaction Value Average Fraud Value
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Device Age vs. Account Age
CNP & DIGITAL PAYMENTS TRENDS

E-Commerce
In analyzing overall e-commerce trends in Q3 2021, Outseer saw that the majority of e-commerce 
transactions were made via trusted accounts on a new device. This category was also responsible for the 
majority of the fraud value, representing 71.9% of the total fraud (based on values). These trends 
continue to point to the challenges resulting from stolen credentials and account take over. 

Transactions originating from a new account on a new device represented about 4% of total transaction 
volume in the third quarter of 2021, but represented 12.2% of the total fraud value. This is up from 10.5% 
of the fraud value in the prior quarter. 

The lowest share of total fraud came from those e-commerce transactions made by trusted accounts on 
trusted devices. These findings continue to validate the importance of using services that effectively 
analyze device age and account age in fraud and payment authentication and decisioning processes.

Analysis: “Device Age” refers to how long the Outseer Platform has “known” or “trusted” a given device (laptop, smartphone, etc.). “Account Age” refers to 
how long the Outseer platform has “known” or “trusted” a given account (login, etc.). This data demonstrates the importance of accurate device 
identification to minimize false positives and customer friction during a login or transaction event.

Source: Outseer Research July – September  2021

“NEW ACCOUNT”:  ACCOUNT AGE < 1D “TRUSTED ACCOUNT”:  ACCOUNT AGE >= 90D  “NEW DEVICE”:  ACCOUNT-DEVICE AGE < 1D  “TRUSTED DEVICE”:  ACCOUNT-DEVICE AGE >= 30D

% of transaction volume % of fraud value
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4.0%

10.3%

71.9%

12.2%

2.3%

71.9%

New Account/New Device Trusted Account/Trusted Device Trusted Account/New Device



CNP & DIGITAL PAYMENTS TRENDS

Outseer continues to observe a clear, steady increase in the 
use of EMV® 3-D Secure (3DS2). Across all geographies we 
see quarter on quarter increases in 3DS2 usage. The most 
significant move to 3DS2 this quarter was seen in the US, 
where 3DS2 volume grew from representing 37% in Q2 2021 
to accounting for 50% of total 3DS usage in Q3 2021; this 
means that half of 3DS transactions in the US are leveraging 
the 3DS2 protocol.

This global growth in 3DS2 transaction volumes is being driven 
by the overall growth in CNP transactions and by the migration 
from legacy 3DS v1.0 to the latest 3DS2 protocol. As the card 
networks’ deadlines for sun-setting legacy 3DS are 
approaching and as enforcement dates of PSD2 SCA take 
effect in 2022, this trend is expected to grow even more. 

Another reason for the quarter over quarter growth of 3DS2 
transactions is the continued shift to mobile. A key value of 
3DS2 is the support for digital transactions originating from 
mobile apps; more and more merchants are embedding 
payments flows in their mobile applications. The usage of 
3DS2 allows for a more secure and frictionless mobile 
shopping experience.

Global EMV® 3-D Secure (3DS2) 
Transaction Trends 

EMV® 3-D Secure (3DS2) as % of Total 3DS 
Transactions by Region 

Americas ANZ UK + EU
Adoption of 3DS2 by merchants and 
issuers can help increase transaction 

authorization approval rates – driving up 
sales, while keeping fraud losses low.

Note: Bar charts represent % of Total Outseer 3-D Secure transactions that are EMV® 3-D Secure (3DS2)
Source: Outseer Research Q4 2020 – Q3 2021

*EMV® 3-D Secure (3DS2) includes all 3DS 2.x transactions
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26%
29%

37%

50%

14%

25%

32%

38%

16%

35%

46%

56%
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2020

Q1
2021

Q2
2021

Q3
2021

Q4
2020

Q1
2021

Q2
2021

Q3
2021

Q4
2020

Q1
2021

Q2
2021

Q3
2021



Five Top Payments 
Fraud Trends to 
Watch in 2022

FEATURE ARTICLE

Digital payments transaction volumes will continue to grow throughout 
2022. But so will losses that stem from payments fraud. 

With the pandemic as an accelerant, global e-commerce sales were 
forecasted to grow over 14%, to nearly $5 trillion2 in 2021. Even as the 
world reopens in fits and starts, consumer appetite for card-not-present 
(CNP) transactions and payment options like Buy-Online-Pickup-in-
Store (BOPIS) and Buy-Now-Pay-Later (BNPL) are only growing 
stronger.

But risks abound. According to Aite-Novarica Group1, CNP fraud 
topped $15 billion this past year. As adoption of digital payments 
continues to climb, cybercriminals will adapt their attack methodologies 
to avoid detection and maximize profit. 
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'Buy-Now-Pay-Later’ (BNPL) Growth Continues its 
Rapid Climb; BNPL Fraud will Follow Fast
Buy Now, Pay Later (BNPL) popularity experienced rapid growth 
in 2021 and is expected to continue into 2022. BNPL is a type of 
instant credit or point-of-sale financing (modern layaway), where 
purchases can be split into payment installments. BNPL is rapidly 
expanding across multiple countries, globally.

1

Here are five key trends to watch in 2022:  

This past holiday season, PayPal BNPL service reported a 400% 
year-over-year increase in usage on Black Friday alone and 
processed more than $1 billion in transactions through the program 
in November3. 

Cybercriminals increasingly leverage stolen login credentials to 
infiltrate BNPL-enabled accounts and make elicit purchases at their 
victims' expense. They're also exploiting the BNPL account 
enrollment process to defraud merchants and other organizations4. 
As the industry enters 2022, anti-fraud solutions that employ 
machine learning, data science, and shared global intelligence could 
be crucial for identifying and stemming BNPL fraud.
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Five Top Payments Fraud Trends 
for 2022

FEATURE ARTICLE

Deepfakes Magnify Phishing Risks 
Phishing scams leveraging deepfake technology 
will bedevil organizations in 2022. In these attacks, 
fraudsters use audio synthesis technology to 
sample and manipulate the voices of corporate 
executives for use in social engineering campaigns 
targeting employees. 

Context, timing, writing style, and voice 
idiosyncrasies are painstakingly replicated. The 
result: highly personalized and extremely 
convincing messages capable of deceive even the 
most vigilant employee. 

Just within the last six months, cybercriminals 
leveraged forged emails and deepfake phone 
messages to come from a corporate CEO to con a 
branch manager into wiring $35 million to the 
perpetrators5. 

To defend against such schemes, businesses must 
prioritize high-quality fraud training. A single slide 
on cybersecurity won't cut it anymore. Employees 
need to be updated regularly with examples of 
phishing scams that accurately reflect the threat 
landscape.

Outseer Fraud & Payments Report: Q4 2021 20

2 Touchless Transactions Fuel a Resurgence
in QR Codes 
In surveys, 60% of consumers claim they would choose a 
business with contactless payment options like scan-and-go, 
pay-at-the-gate, and pay-at-the-table over a competitor that 
lacks them6. But 2022 will also see QR codes stage a 
comeback. 

First introduced more than 30 years ago, "Quick Response" 
codes are 2-D barcodes that consumers scan with a 
smartphone to board airplanes, read menus, attend concerts, 
download coupons, dial up call centers, download apps, or 
make direct purchases. For retailers and others, QR codes 
represent an easy way to implement touch-free, digital 
payments.

But QR codes can also be risky. Among other things, they 
can be easily covered up with decoys that point to phishing 
sites or automate malicious downloads. To counteract this 
threat, QR codes are being supplemented with facial 
recognition, voice printing, embedded biometrics and risk-
based assessment to transparently authenticate customers 
behind the scenes. The most robust solutions on the market 
have been shown to prevent 95% of all fraud loss with a 
small 5% intervention rate.

The use of contactless payments is likely to continue to grow 
in 2022 as more and more merchants will support contactless 
payments to deliver a compelling touchless customer 
experience.

3
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Five Top Payments Fraud Trends 
for 2022

FEATURE ARTICLE

Cross-Industry Data Sharing Consortiums Proliferate
Cybercriminal groups have adopted many of the same 
technologies and organizational efficiencies as any other 
enterprise. They also nurture networks to sell, barter, and share 
stolen identity information, payment card numbers, and money 
mule accounts. A go-it-alone approach against this kind of 
collusion is ill advised. 

In 2022, more banks, card issuers, merchants, telcos, healthcare 
companies, law enforcement agencies, and governments will form 
consortiums across industries and geographies to share fraud 
and transaction data, resources and insights that can help them 
detect and block cybercriminals. 

In just the first half of 2021, the Outseer Global Data Network™
consortium of shared fraud and transaction data was used to help 
protect more than $100 billion in transactions while facilitating 
fast, frictionless transactions. To remain competitive, 
organizations must meet their consumers expectations for fast, 
ease, and secure digital interaction.

Outseer Fraud & Payments Report: Q4 2021 21

4 Cybercriminals Target Cryptocurrency 
Ecosystems 
Today, there are more than 6,000 cryptocurrencies 
worldwide. With a growing number of merchants accepting 
them, cryptocurrencies are expected to become the fourth 
most popular payment option by the end of 2022. But 
exchanges and wallet providers will need to ensure crypto 
funds remain safe from intruders.  

Blockchain's reputation for impenetrability notwithstanding, 
cybercriminals armed with compromised login credentials 
can raid Internet-connected wallets just the same as any 
other account. And more than $14 billion worth of 
cryptocurrencies have been pilfered from exchanges via 
inventive phishing scams, brute-force attacks, and other 
tactics7.

Exchanges and wallet providers are advised to deploy AI-
based anti-fraud solutions along with cyberattack intelligence 
and takedown services to not just detect fraud, but also to 
shut down the phishing sites used for attacks before they can 
do serious financial harm to customers. 

5



Outseer empowers the digital economy to grow by authenticating 
billions of transactions annually. Our payment and account monitoring 
solutions increase revenue and reduce customer friction for card 
issuing banks, payment processors, fintech providers and merchants 
worldwide. With more than 20 billion annual transactions and 1000+ 
global institutions contributing to the Outseer Global Data Network, 
our identity-based science delivers the highest fraud detection rates 
and lowest customer intervention in the industry.

www.outseer.com
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